Variation of optical spectra of water clusters with size from many-body Green's function theory.
Water clusters are an important species in the environment and atmosphere and take part in various chemical and biological reactions. How their optical properties vary with size is still an open question. Using the GW method and Bethe-Salpeter equation within the ab initio many-body Green's function theory, we study the electronic excitations in a series of water clusters (H2O)n with n = 1-48. We find that their absorption peaks blueshift with increasing cluster size due to the reducing electron-hole binding energy which arises from the enhanced electronic screening and gradually delocalized excitonic spatial distribution. The position of the first absorption peak has a close relation to the average number of hydrogen bonds per molecule. Off-diagonal matrix elements of the self-energy operator have pronounced effects on the unoccupied electronic levels and optical absorption for small clusters with n ≤ 10 when using density functional theory as the starting point for GW calculations. Although the optical absorption is predominated by delocalized excitons, highly localized excitons on a single water molecule are always present on the cluster surface in the vicinity of the absorption edge. These localized excitons may facilitate the photodissociation of water molecules. This can provide inspiration on the excited-state dynamics and photolysis in water clusters.